Need to better manage security risks
in your supply chain?
Address areas of greatest concern with ISO 28000

Give your business the advantage
and win new business.
Demonstrate your commitment to delivering systematic security
management with ISO 28000. The global transportation of goods
has never been so complex, and poses many threats for organizations
including theft, terrorism, smuggling, preservation of brand integrity
and product safety.
A supply chain security management system combines
traditional supply chain management practices with security
measures – allowing you to protect your business against these
threats. Important aspects of security management include
validating supplier credentials, screening cargo and securing
cargo transit.

ISO 28000 brings big benefits to companies of all sizes.
Confidence, consistency, a market advantage and more business
can come with an ISO 28000 Security Management System as
more customers require you to demonstrate your competence.
ISO 28000 helps organizations to better assess security risks
in their supply chain, manage new threats as they emerge and
implement appropriate controls to manage potential security
threats.

Benefits of implementing an ISO 28000 Supply Chain Security Management System include:

Financial performance

Corporate reputation

Allows management to focus
finite resources in areas of
greatest concern

Reassure stakeholders of your
organization’s commitment to the
safety of individuals and security
of goods and services

Achieve cost savings through a
reduction in security incidents
and potential reduction in
corporate insurance premiums

Operational
improvements
Facilitate trade and expedite the
transport of goods across borders
Benchmark your organization’s
security management practices
with international best practice
Gain opportunities to improve
efficiency across working
practices

ISO 28000
Management
System

Marketing advantage
Get a competitive advantage
and win new business

Risk management
Monitor and manage security
risks throughout your
business and supply chain
Encourage companies to
secure their own processes
within supply chains

Give your business the advantage
and win new business.

With the growth of international commerce, it has become harder for countries
to manage supply chain security on their own. ISO 28000 helps by providing
the basis for an overarching security management system, delivering confidence,
consistency and a market advantage to your business.
With an ISO 28000 Security Management System the rewards
can be significant. Not only will your organization be able to
better assess the security of your supply chain and operational
environment, you’ll also stand apart from your competitors and
protect your brand.

Demonstrate your commitment to delivering systematic security
management with ISO 28000. The global transportation of goods
has never been so complex, and poses many threats for organizations
including theft, terrorism, smuggling, preservation of brand integrity
and product safety.
A supply chain security management system combines
traditional supply chain management practices with security
measures – allowing you to protect your business against these
threats. Important aspects of security management include
validating supplier credentials, screening cargo and securing
cargo transit.

ISO 28000 brings big benefits to companies of all sizes.
Confidence, consistency, a market advantage and more business
can come with an ISO 28000 Security Management System as
more customers require you to demonstrate your competence.
ISO 28000 helps organizations to better assess security risks
in their supply chain, manage new threats as they emerge and
implement appropriate controls to manage potential security
threats.

Whether you’re new to ISO 28000 and supply chain security
management or looking to take your expertise further, we have
resources and services to suit your needs. We offer service
packages that can be customized to support your business
and its ambition’s.

A guide for your ISO 28000 journey with BSI
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BSI
services
to help
you
ISO 28000
Management
System

Risk management
Monitor and manage security
risks throughout your
business and supply chain
Encourage companies to
secure their own processes
within supply chains

Implementing the solutions

Getting certified

Making excellence a habit

Information
gathering

Calculating
the benefits

Preparing the
organization

Putting together an
implementation plan

Running
the system

Proving
it’s working

Looking for opportunities
for continual improvement

Understand the
standard, certification
and your business
requirements

Understand how managing
supply chain security risks
will benefit your business

Train your team, ensure the
organization understands
the principles and review
current business practice

Compare your activity with
ISO 28000 requirements,
then prepare a gap analysis
report

Review the system
to ensure it meets
the standard’s
requirements

BSI will carry out a
system and document
assessment plus a system
effectiveness assessment

Celebrate and promote your
certification, then review the
systems and processes

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

Self assessment checklist

Your BSI contact

BSI Certification
Assessment

BSI website and
brochure

ISO/IEC 28000
Management Briefing

Top tips for implementing
ISO/IEC 28000 (website)

BSI Gap Analysis

SCREEN AND SCM
software helps you
identify risks and manage
your supply chain

SCREEN AND SCM software
helps you continually improve
your supply chain performance

ISO/IEC 28000
Standard/subscription
services
Webinars
Case studies

Webinars

ISO 28001 and ISO 28004
implementation guidance

SCREEN software helps you
identify risks in your supply
chain

Case studies
ACP approved consultant
network

BSI’s EntropyTM Software
helps you identify the gaps
in your system

BSI’s EntropyTM Software
helps you effectively
manage your systems
and drive performance

EntropyTM Software helps
you effectively manage your
systems and drive performance
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Why BSI?
Expedite the transfer of
goods with ISO 28000
from BSI.
Our knowledge can transform your organization.
For more than a century we have been challenging complacency to help
our clients perform better, reduce risk and achieve sustainable growth.
We offer a sophisticated range of supply chain security tools and a
network of experts around the world .
You can enjoy the benefits of working with BSI teams who have extensive
experience helping businesses embed ISO 28000 in an array of different
sectors. They can help you understand the challenges and share their
knowledge.
We provide end-to-end support, helping you monitor and maintain your
excellence through our proprietary software and compliance tools so that
you can confidently introduce ISO 28000 into your organization.
We talk with, and listen to clients like you every day, asking them what
they want and how satisfied they are with our products and services. This
way we can make sure we are responding to the needs of our clients as
they arise.
BSI invests heavily in recruiting and developing the best assessors, who
scored on average 9.2/10 in our Global Client Satisfaction Survey.

Ensure reputation, future growth
and inspire business confidence.
Our ISO 28000 solutions allow you to monitor and manage security risks
As experts in this field we can assist you to put in place a system to
better assess risks in your supply chain and make sure you have the
right measures in place to manage potential security threats.

Protecting your business
Risk is often perceived negatively but managed well with the help of
ISO 28000 and other products you could soon benefit from improved
resilience, enhanced performance and new business opportunities.
If managing risk is of concern to you, ISO 28000 is just one of our
products and services you should consider. With a portfolio of proven
services and solutions, we can help you improve what you do, every
day. We’d be happy to talk you through the options and benefits
they offer.

Supply Chain Security ISO 28000 SC
Business Continuity Management ISO 22301 STC
Information Security ISO/IEC 27001 STC
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Talk to one of our advisors today or visit
www.bsigroup.com to find out more and read
how other businesses have made excellence
a habit.

Find out more:
Call +91 2692 9000
Visit: bsigroup.com

We can help you choose the right way to get started on the journey
towards certification or help you embed your systems with our
range of cost-effective services which include, compliance tools and
supply chain solutions.

